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Edition 3 of 30 Day GMAT Success is finally here! We took into account feedback from readers

and professional reviewers to make 30 Day GMAT Success even better. Also includes advice

and practice questions for the new Integrated Reasoning section.Brandon Wu's GMAT

Success Story - as seen on the Graduate Schools Magazine front page feature "The Perfect

Time to Take Your Graduate Test""Cuts through the BS and is written in a way that is very

accessible to the reader." - Chau"... eased my anxiety. I used the book as a guide and liked that

it lays out the study plan, what to do, how to approach your strengths and weaknesses.." -

Caroline"... really helped me to focus and discipline myself to keep studying... I found [it] to be a

great supplement to the Official Guides and I would definitely recommend it to others." -

JMNew! Added Features for Edition 3:- Added Integrated Reasoning section for the latest

GMAT tests- Expanded Verbal and Math sections to include even more detailed advice!- More

of 'Brandon's Tips' peppered throughout - personal advice that the author used himself on test

day.- An easy-reference Math terminology section.- The Idiom cheat-sheet Brandon studied

from.- Even more Verbal and Math practice questions to consolidate your understanding. Plus

reference to similar types of questions on the Official Guide 13th edition for further studying.-

More than 100 pages of new content compared to the 2nd edition and twice as much

compared to the 1st edition - better and better every year!Struggling to find time to study for

the GMAT? Brandon Wu's 30 Day GMAT Success might be exactly the right remedy for

you.Devised out of desperation and an impending admissions deadline, Brandon developed a

highly effective strategy that aimed to;(A) achieve a high score in (B) a limited amount of time!

What he discovered was genius - a simple way to create a self-tailored study plan that enabled

him to achieve an incredible score of 780. That put him in the top 1% of all GMAT test-takers!

Eliminate the need to over-study everything and learn way too many strategies. Study smart:

cut down your workload, focus on your weakest spots, and create a plan just for you!What you

will not find here is a repetition of practice questions. Practice questions are incredibly valuable

and necessary, and there are fantastic books such as The Official Guide for GMAT Review

published by the Graduate Management Admissions Council (GMAC). But how do you

navigate the sea of information and seemingly endless questions? 30 Day GMAT Success is

the first and only book designed to supplement your current GMAT study - laying out a 30 day

customizable study plan, helps you to figure out your strengths and weaknesses, and guides

you to supercharge your study.Supercharge your study today!"I think the book is solid and

would totally recommend it to anyone who's thinking of taking the GMAT." FilAre you struggling

to find time to study for the GMAT?Then Brandon Wu's 30 Day GMAT Success is for you. Start

today!



30 DAY GMAT SUCCESSHow I Scored 780 on the GMAT in 30 Days... and How You Can

Too! 3rd Editionby Brandon Wu30 Day Books, Seattle.30 Day GMAT Success is designed to be

used alongside The Official Guide for GMAT Review, which the author recommends using to

practice the most official questions available.30 Day GMAT Success. © Copyright 2010-2013

by Brandon Wu. All rights reserved.Printed and bound in the United States of America. No part

of this book may be reproduced or transmitted, with the exception of a reviewer who may quote

passages in a review, without prior permission from the publisher.For information, contact 30

Day Books at customerservice@30daybooks.com.The book includes personal experiences as

well as information from several sources. It is published for general reference and is not

intended to be a substitute for independent verification by readers when necessary or

appropriate. The manuscript has been prepared with utmost care and diligence and every

effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information contained.

However, we assume no responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or inconsistencies.Edited by

Laura Pepper3rd Edition October 2012978-0-9831701-6-71. GMAT Test Preparation 2.

Business.Praise for Editions 1 and 2 of the book“My score increased from a 690 to a 780!!

Brandon Wu’s strategy is one of efficient and effective studying … this book did wonders for

me, and I am confident that anyone can achieve an incredible score with Brandon’s advice.”-

Grete“Very conversational and down-to-earth. Cuts through the BS and is written in a way that

is very accessible to the reader.”- Chau“This books is worth the money just for the Data

Sufficiency advice ... Data Sufficiency has to be the most hated section on the GMAT, but after

reading through this section in the book and practicing Brandon’s strategy I have greatly

improved. I’m talking I have gone from a Data Sufficiency zero to hero.”- Bob“...easy-to-read,

accessible writing style that has a nice balance of humor and content. The Study Schedule

section has been particularly helpful for me and got me organized at the outset. By dividing my

strengths and weaknesses into the four groups, I was able to hone in on the sections I need

the most work on (quant.). So thank you!!”- Jackie“The breakdown of groups to focus on is

brilliant. The plan is very flexible so it can tailor to each individuals’ need. This book is a great

tool to achieve the score you want.”- John“…really helped me to focus and discipline myself to

keep studying. I found 30 Day GMAT Success to be a great supplement to the GMAC-

published Official Guides and I would definitely recommend it to others.”- JM“… the method

that Brandon outlined for developing a study schedule would never have occurred to me. …the

book is solid and I would totally recommend it to anyone who’s thinking of taking the GMAT.”-

Fil“A Systematic and Structured approach to the GMAT.I personally feel that GMAT is not

purely about smarts but a mix of time management, smart preparation anf intelligence. This

book acknowledges all three aspects & approaches the preparation in a very structured &

simple fashion. I highly recommend the book to anyone preparing for GMAT.”- Apoorva“... a

smart book which offers a study plan to strengthen your weaknesses and helps you tackle the

test. I also liked the personal tone of the book, and the practical little tips along the way.”-

Woody“...an interesting and practical GMAT tool book and motivational book. You will find

yourself wanting to keep reading once you start! I recommend this book to people with a dream

to go to business school but without all the time in the world.”- Daphne“...a very practical and

useful guide for anyone who needs to take the GMAT and get it done with a minimum of

fuss...the best way to QUICKLY study and prepare for the exam so you can pass and get on

with your life.”- ChristyTable of ContentsMy 30 Day GMAT StoryIntroduction to the 3rd

EditionThe 5 GMAT Success PrinciplesSuccess Principle 1 - Get a schedule and stick to it!



Success Principle 2 - Avoid Information OverloadSuccess Principle 3 - A Notebook is Your

Best Friend!Success Principle 4 - “GMAT Correct” Overrides Common Sense!Success

Principle 5 - Remember WHY You Want This!The GMAT Test StructureAnalytical Writing

AssessmentIntegrated ReasoningQuantitative SectionVerbal SectionYour ScoreRetaking the

TestStudy ScheduleWhat Else You NeedPhase I - Self EvaluationDAY 1 (1st Practice Test,

Setting Priorities)DAY 2 (Scheduling, Test Review)Macro Schedule (10 day increments)Micro

Schedule (daily)Phase I Study Cycle: The first 10 days in detailDAY 3 (Group D, Practice Test,

Review)DAY 4 (Group D)DAY 5 (Group C)DAY 6 (Group B)DAY 7 (Group A, Rest)DAY 8

(Group D)DAY 9 (Group C)DAY 10 (Group A, Group B)Phase II - Balanced Study with

TechniquesDAY 11 (GROUP D)DAY 12 (GROUP D)DAY 13 (GROUP C)DAY 14 (GROUPS A

AND B)DAY 15 (INTEGRATED REASONING, ESSAY, REST)DAY 16 (GROUP D)DAY 17

(GROUP D)DAY 18 (GROUP C)DAY 19 (GROUPS A AND B)DAY 20 (INTEGRATED

REASONING, ESSAY, REST)Phase III - Full Sets, Time Management, Final ReviewDAY 21 TO

DAY 25 (TIME MANAGEMENT, FULL SETS)Day 26 - Day 27 (FINAL REVIEW): 5 DAYS

BEFORE THE TESTDay 28 - Day 30 (FINAL REVIEW): 3 DAYS BEFORE THE TESTTEST

DAY!GMAT VerbalTaking the Verbal PortionSentence CorrectionUnderstanding GMAT

English1. Basic Sentence StructureLook out for collective and compound subjects2. Pronouns

and Modifiers3. Parallel Structure4. Idioms5. Avoid Redundancy and the Passive VoiceThings

to Remember…Sample QuestionsIdioms Cheat SheetReading ComprehensionThe Scope of

the TextBreak it DownThings to Remember…Sample PassagesCritical

ReasoningUnderstanding Critical Reasoning QuestionsThe QuestionThe Short

PassageSplitting Up the ArgumentAssumption QuestionsStrengthening and Weakening

QuestionsFlaw QuestionsInference QuestionsExplanation QuestionsEvaluate QuestionsThings

to Remember…GMAT MathBrandon’s Easy Reference Math TerminologyThe Three

Techniques You Should Know1. Backsolving2. Assigning Values3. Drawing the

QuestionArithmeticNumbersOperationsLaws of OperationsCommutative LawAssociative

LawDistributive LawFractionsEquivalent FractionsCanceling and ReducingAddition and

SubtractionMultiplicationDivisionDecimal FractionsNumber PropertiesNumber Line and

Absolute ValueProperties of –1, 0, 1 and Other NumbersOperations and Signed NumbersOdd

and Even NumbersFactors and Divisibility of Primes - The FactsConsecutive

NumbersStatisticsAveragesStandard DeviationProbabilityRatiosWord Problems with Percents,

Ratios, and RatesExponentiationCombinations and PermutationsAlgebraTerminologyFactoring

ExpressionsWord Problems with AlgebraGeometryLines and AnglesCoordinate

GeometryTrianglesAreaPerimeterIsoceles and Equilateral TrianglesRight-angle

TrianglesPolygonsQuadrilateralsCirclesMultiple FiguresData SufficiencyBasic Question

StructureA Couple of Sample QuestionsTwo Main Data Sufficiency Question TypesQuestion

Type: Concrete ValueQuestion Type: Yes/NoCore TopicsCore Topic 1: Linear EquationsCore

Topic 2: Simple GeometryCore Topic 3: Mean, Median, and ModeWhat Else do I Need to Know

to Do Well?Quick Tip 1: Diagrams Are Your Friend!Quick Tip: Abstract ThinkingBonus

Question: The StumperThings to Remember…Integrated ReasoningFAQ about Integrated

ReasoningGraphics InterpretationTwo-Part AnalysisMulti-Source ReasoningTable

AnalysisAnalytical WritingHow is the Essay Graded?The Best Piece of AdviceThe

PrinciplesTips and TricksFinal WordThe GMAT: need to know logisticsRegistrationMy 30 Day

GMAT Story(& why I wrote this book) by Brandon WuI had a hard time deciding on a major in

university. I have always been fascinated by video games, so I started university majoring in

computer science, until I realized I was much more interested in people, culture, and social

interactions. After much exploration, I switched subjects in my junior year and graduated with



an economics degree.After university, I became a financial consultant. It was a complete

disaster - the company lost two-thirds of my client’s money within a month. I soon left after

learning more about their shady practices, and decided to give working with video games a try.

I joined Electronic Arts (EA) as a tester and got paid just a little more than minimum wage. I

was soon promoted to lead a small team of testers and had the pleasure of working on The

Sims series.Although I really enjoyed my time at EA, the low salary was putting pressure on

me and the stress of the job coupled with a 1.5 hour commute each way was not great for my

health. I decided it was time to accelerate my career and increase my opportunities by

pursuing a graduate degree. I wanted to stay in the game industry so I applied for a master’s

program in computer science at Carnegie Mellon University. I was accepted into the program In

December 2004.I took a vacation the following month in January 2005 to visit family and old

friends back in Taiwan where I had grown up*. Many of my friends asked me what I planned to

do next, and I told them that I would be starting a master’s program in computer science when

I returned to the US.* If you’ve never been to Taiwan but love food, you need to schedule your

next vacation pronto. The night markets are a foodie’s paradise!After answering that question

repeatedly, I began to question myself. Hadn’t I switched my major in university away from

computer science? Was this really what I wanted to do or was I following someone else’s path?

I ended up spending the majority of my vacation reconsidering my future.One day, as I was

walking through the financial district in Taipei, I realized that there were infinite possibilities in

the world of business. This triggered an excitement in me that I had been missing for a long

time, and this is when I first decided that I wanted to try to get into business school.It was the

beginning of February when I made that decision, and the deadline for the last round of

applications for that same year was early March. I didn’t want to wait another year before I

applied, so I had exactly one month to prepare the application, get recommendation letters,

finish all of the essays, and of course, take the GMAT. The earliest deadline for the schools to

which I was applying was March 5th, so I registered to take the GMAT exactly one day before

the deadline, on March 4th.Early morning on test day, I headed to the test center. I arrived 30

minutes early, and sat in front of the building to review the notebook I had filled with all the

notes I’d written during my studies. It was a beautiful sunny day in San Francisco - there were

businessmen walking down the street, vendors selling pretzels and hot dogs, and tourists

trying to find their way to Union Square. “What a fine day”, I thought, “And I have to sit inside

and take this dumb test!”The computers in the test centers were old, and the monitors flickered

during throughout the test. The room was sterile white and I sat in a tiny cubicle surrounded by

other test-takers huffing and puffing away. It felt like taking my driving theory test all over again,

except with a lot more pressure!When I finally finished the test, I nervously glanced at the

score on the screen. I thought something was wrong... I literally couldn’t believe my eyes. 780?!

I was hoping for a 700, but I never expected to get a 780!I want to tell you now that I’m no

genius. I consider myself to be quite smart, but I’m definitely no Einstein! So I analyzed what

helped me get such a good score so that I could pass this advice on to friends who were also

taking the test.When it came down to it, one of the biggest advantages I had was the limited

time I had to prepare for the test. It felt like a huge disadvantage at the time, but I truly think

that it helped my score rather than hindered it.With limited days to study, I couldn’t just study

hard; I had to make sure I studied smart. I had to ensure that I used my time efficiently and

studied in a structured manner. The short preparation time I had became a motivator rather

than an obstacle. The fact that the test date was set before I even started studying put a solid

deadline in front of me. As such I was able to craft my plan of attack accordingly instead of

aimlessly reading the sea of GMAT information available both online and off.I decided to write



this book to share my unique experience in the hope that it might help a fellow GMAT taker

such as yourself who doesn’t have the luxury of endless time to study. (And seriously, these

days who does?)A couple of months after the test, I was admitted into the University of

Southern California Marshall School of Business with a tuition grant. My work experience was

much shorter than the average, but my high GMAT score helped my application. The hard work

that I had put in during the month that I had prepared for the GMAT had paid off. I’m not saying

it was rainbows and butterflies that month; it was an intense time! But it was absolutely, 100%

worth it and I wouldn’t have it any other way.Where Am I Now?Fast-forward to the present day

and I’m doing what I love, everyday.Getting my MBA was one of the best investments I ever

made in myself. It opened doors for me and got me much closer to the kind of life I had always

wanted. During the MBA program I secured a job at the Sony headquarters in Tokyo in the

strategy division which I enjoyed immensely for three years. The knowledge and skills I gained

in business school certainly got me there, and the six-figure salary was a welcome change

from what I'd made prior to business school. It was during these years in Japan when I first

started writing this manuscript - spending most of my week nights in a coffee shop in Tokyo

typing away. It took two years to finish the first draft, and the first edition was finally published in

2010.After I met my wife in Tokyo (yet another door that was opened for me) we decided to

move back to the US. By then I had saved enough money to follow my passion...You guessed

it. I’m back to making video games! I started my own studio (Studio Pepwuper, check us out if

you’re a gamer!), set my own hours, work with an amazing team, and I can work anywhere in

the world without having to worry about a crazy commute each day.I believe that acing the

GMAT and getting into a great MBA program will bring your dream job or life closer too, and

that should be at the forefront of your mind during this month. If I can do it, you can too!

Introduction to the 3rd EditionIt's hard to believe that it’s been five years since I started working

on the very first draft of 30 Day GMAT Success. The small Starbucks tucked inside Meguro

train station in Tokyo was my second home, where I spent many of my week nights typing

away. It astonishes me where the book has been since that humble start; best selling spots on

Ebook Tops.com, numerous educational magazines and news outlets, and the hands of one of

the top business book publishers in the world.*Most importantly, I’ve been amazed at the

response I’ve received from students who have been able to achieve what they set out to do on

the test and more, some far surpassing expectations. One student who emailed me from

Germany scored 750 with only two weeks of preparation by adopting my original study

plan.Two years after it was first published, we've gathered feedback from readers all around

the world, and taken into account recent changes to the test to craft this latest edition. Here is a

list of some of the new improvements you can expect from edition 3:- New section on

Integrated Reasoning, the newest section of the GMAT test.- Improvements to all practice

questions and explanations in both the verbal and math sections.- A streamlined study plan

and book structure to further improve the way you study. - More than 100 new pages of new

content and practice questions.To prevent the book from becoming too thick, we have moved

the Mind and Body section from the 2nd edition to the website. You can find it along with other

additional resources at:Thanks to all the contributors and editors who helped us keep

improving this book. And thank YOU(!) dear reader for your support and feedback that helps us

to continue improving the book year after year. I'd really appreciate it if you can take a minute

or two and write up an honest review of the book on the site where you purchased the book to

keep us going and to help fellow GMAT takers understand more about the book.Thanks

again,Brandon WuSeptember 2012, Seattle, Washington.brandon@30daybooks.com30 Day

GMAT Success -(First published by 30 Day Books - )* Business Weekly Publications bought



the Mandarin rights in Spring 2011The 5 GMAT Success Principles“The future belongs to

those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."- Eleanor Roosevelt.I would like to introduce

you to the five success principles I believe you should follow in the coming month. GMAT is not

rocket science, even though the current GMAT market would have you believe that it is! Rather

than spending months glued to books and thousands of dollars on preparation, I believe that

the following principles are 90% of what you need to succeed.Success Principle 1 - Get a

schedule and stick to it! Many people came to me while I was in business school asking for

help after hearing my GMAT score and story. I became a GMAT tutor unintentionally. Seriously,

it was unintentional, and undesired! I didn't want to tutor students in the little free time I had.

(As you'll find out soon, b-school is intense. A LOT of fun but still, intense!) But apparently I

have a hard time saying no, so I did it. After tutoring several students, I found that in general

they had a pretty good idea of what the GMAT is about, and they had plenty of books,

programs, subscriptions etc. containing what they needed to know. Getting their hands on the

content and knowing WHAT to study wasn't a problem.The problem was that they were

focusing only on what to study, not how to study. The hours of work they put in were completely

counterproductive.I soon realized that what most students really need is not piles and piles of

study material, but a solid, structured, and effective study plan that tells them exactly HOW to

study for the test.And guess what? I already had one. Giving myself only 30 days to study for

the test had forced me to put my schedule on paper. Ask my wife or anyone who knows me -

this is not what I do. I am not a "schedule" person. I don't like structure, routine, and deadlines.

Usually, I procrastinate. But you know what? Don't tell my wife, but writing down and

committing to a schedule really works! It's the most effective way of doing anything thoroughly,

and doing anything well.This is, in my opinion, what sets the best GMAT test takers apart from

the rest. Those awesomites scoring above 700 aren't necessarily smarter than anyone else,

they don't go to better schools than others, they aren't studying longer or harder. They just

know how to study better.I think you already know what I'm talking about. That person in your

class who wasn't that smart at all, but she always did really well on exams and got the top

grades? Email or message her on Facebook and ask her. I bet she loves schedules!)Having a

plan is especially important for people who are taking the test within a limited time frame. If you

are taking the GMAT next month, you don't have time for trial and error. Just like me, you can't

afford not to have a well-thought out study plan.I believe everyone can enjoy a high level of

success on the GMAT. A good understanding of the most useful techniques, access to quality

GMAT sample questions, and most important of all, a proven study plan to maximize the

effectiveness of the studying are all you need to achieve your desired score on the GMAT. 30

Day GMAT Success is a study plan created to give everyone a good chance at acing the test.

It's the blueprint GMAT test takers have followed in the last 5 years since I took the test, and

judged on their emails and scores, it works.Success Principle 2 - Avoid Information OverloadIf

simply thinking about the GMAT is giving you a headache now, you certainly wouldn't want to

live with a 6-month migraine pain!I found out (accidentally) that it is much better to have your

mind stay laser-focused for a shorter period of time than to spread your attention over a long

period of time. It is much better to see improvement everyday for a month than to feel frustrated

with slow progress over 6 months. Students often find themselves dedicated, even excited, in

the first few weeks of studying for the GMAT. However after the initial "honeymoon" period,

students begin to feel anxious, exhausted, and frustrated, especially with the realization that

they still have to study and suffer for another 5-6 months.I am not going to lie to you and say

that studying for the GMAT is fun. You will get tired from it, and you will want to spend your time

somewhere other than sitting at the desk looking at Sentence Correction or Word Problems.



With a prolonged study time, you can never really relax when you go out, and you can never

really focus when you study. Worse even, by the time you finish studying at the end of the 6th

month, you might forget what you learned in the first two months!This is why I believe (and

others are starting to discover) that it is much better to study for a shorter period of time. If you

dedicate yourself to a one-month study plan, you can be much more focused, knowing that

after this month you'll be able to go back to having a normal social life. And because all you do

in this one month is study for the GMAT, your mind is less distracted and is constantly in the

"GMAT mode", instead of switching between "GMAT" and all the other things that are

happening in your life. When you enter the test center, you will retain the knowledge and

information you gained within the month much better.However, simply shortening your study

time from 6 months to 1 month is not going to help either. With a shorter time frame, you need

to avoid the pitfall of "information overload". You want your brain to remember the most

important strategies and nothing more. Learning too many techniques actually reduces your

chance of success because it is confusing and lacks focus. It is extremely important to keep

things simple.And this is exactly how 30 Day GMAT Success was created, by first giving you a

study plan that lasts only 30 days to keep you sharp and focused, and secondly giving you only

the most important techniques and strategies for the GMAT that worked for me. My brain could

NEVER hold all the information from thick, 600-page books, and I don't expect students to be

able to do that either. By keeping the book compact and focused, we can avoid information

overflow and concentrate on the important part - to help you achieve your desired GMAT score

next month.Success Principle 3 - A Notebook is Your Best Friend!Forget about iPhones,

laptops, or online software, I believe that a simple notebook is the most important tool outside

of studying materials. There is a reason that after countless technology revolutions and web

1.0, 2.0, 3.0...etc, the notebook is still the most trusted tool when it comes to learning. Studies

have proven that writing things down helps you to remember them better. Visualization - seeing

things on paper - is the best way for you to process the new information you are absorbing.In

addition, using a notebook helps you simulate the test conditions. Remember that during the

test, you will be transferring information from the computer screen down to your whiteboard.

You will not be able to mark up reading passage or draw on geometry figures. It’s a good idea

to always do your practice scratch work in your notebook, or on a separate piece of paper to

get used to having to transfer the information in an organized way without making

mistakes.Besides improving your studies and simulating the test environment, the notebook

serves another important purpose - to help you review and strengthen your weaknesses on the

day of the test. Your notebook should be the only thing you bring to the test center on the test

date. Do not bring all your study materials as they will only make you feel panicked and

unsettle your state of mind. Just bring your notebook and let it do its magic. You need to know

how to use this tool properly to maximize the value it brings to you. Here are a few points;1.

Write down only the things you found difficult to understand or to remember. Remember that

"information overflow" is the enemy (see Principle 2), and that the last thing you want is to turn

your notebook into another reference book. Keep it simple and effective.2. Write clearly and

write BIG. You need to be able to see your notes clearly to make it work. Visualization works

best when the "visual" is clear and not clustered together. Don't worry about wasting paper or

not have enough space to write. If you follow rule number 1, you'll be left with plenty of room for

the important stuff.3. Label each page with the section of the test the page is related to. If you

write down notes on Sentence Correction, put a big "Sentence Correction" or "SC" at the top

corner of the page so you know what the notes on a specific page is for. This helps you

organize the information in your head and makes it easier to find particular notes.4. Take the



notebook with you as much as possible during this one month of studying. You want to be in

the "GMAT mode" all the time, and having access to your notebook will remind you what you

need to continue working on. It also makes sitting in the subway or waiting in line much more

pleasant. You have one month to study for the GMAT, don't waste a minute!5. Make notes on

your existing notes. Don't be afraid to cross out existing notes or write over them. You will learn

new things everyday and you might find better ways of doing certain types of questions.

Personalize your notebook and make it uniquely yours!You should keep it with you at all times

when you are studying. It will be your best friend on test day!
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Mkelley27, “Great book that will put you on track, but you have to be willing to keep yourself on

track.. I decided to get this book after taking the GMAT the first time, I didn't study too much for

the first test but I didn't do as well as I wanted to so I needed a plan and this book gives you a

plan. After all was said and done I didn't score 780 on the GMAT but it got me a score good

enough to get into a tough school that is highly nationally ranked.A quick note of caution

though, this book helps you lay out a 30 day plan but you have to be at forcing yourself to

putting in the work, if you are a person that needs to have someone pushing you then this book

might not be the best. Also you are going to need other books for practice tests, I used a

Kaplan and a Manhattan book for their in book tests as well as the online tests you get access

to when you purchase those books. The first thing the book wants you to do is to take a

practice test, grade it and find out what sections are your strengths and what are your

weaknesses, so just a heads up.You need to carve out a month, no going out on the
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weekends, no Thursday or Friday nights, just a whole lot of studying. I does suck for a bit but its

only a month and it will help you get into a great MBA program that your month of suffering will

pay off for the rest of your life, so its kinda of worth it. Just stick with it and the second you get

that great GMAT test score from the test center is a great feeling because you NEVER have to

take that damn test again.”

Natalie B., “Must buy for the GMAT!. This is a must-buy for the GMAT book. Great tips and

strategies inside. However the strategies can only do so much. You must also buy GMAT

practice books as well. With this book and the practice you'll get from other books, you'll be

nicely prepared. I'd recommend definitely doing the timed practice tests as well as doing as

many computer based practice tests as possible.”

Nicholaus, “Good study skills, but no test prep material. Good overall study plan and ideas, but

no specifics on test material or strategies specially for the test questions (quant or verbal). I

would recommend only if you aren’t good at setting schedules yourself.”

Ivona, “nice hints. Although I still do not agree with the 30-day preparations, as I think it is too

short, the hints are good and the any additional book is very welcome for recap and more

practice. My time is pretty flexible, but on top of the 800 pages from the official manual, there

are so many other good exercising books that are worth practicing, that even 3-4 hours a day

cannot be enough for 30-day preparations. :) Still, I liked the book and learned few things I

didn't find in other books so far.”

114Chelsea, “Great Help, but..... Great help throughout my GMAT journey, however - as stated

in a prior comment, this book was written with the idea that we're all applying to Ivy Leagues

(or think like one). Suffice to say my goal was to aim around a 600, and since I was

consistently scoring less, I decided to give this book a try due to my lack of self improvement

(and there's only so much "free" online tips and tricks one can try). The schedule is AMAZING

and I highly recommend this book for this reason. I really think this author should add a

disclaimer (in small font nonetheless) that success dependent on intellectual level. Otherwise,

one should just rely on the schedule and hope for the best! My personal experience: wasn't as

ready as I thought I'd be in 30 days and had to extend the study sessions for several more

weeks. But I'm very confident now because of the guidance provided in this book.”

AN, “Great resource!. Absolutely love the information in this book! Very helpful for the GMAT.”

Luderoch, “If getting organize and is your hurdle this is the book to use as your guide..

Although I haven't taken the test yet, I have definitely been able to make my studies more

focused. That was my biggest hurdle. I was getting overwhelmed by trying to go through all the

materials I had collected in preparation for the GMAT. Things are really looking up!!!!”

Marryam, “The perfect GMAT companion.. An excellent organized book on how to prepare

yourself for the GMAT. However, this book alone is NOT enough. You must also have another

GMAT prep book to work with alongside.”

vishal, “Amazing book!!!. guidance and study schedule in it are amazing”

The book by Brandon Wallace has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 74 people have provided feedback.
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